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The result is a more realistic and authentically physical football game with the tactile
control, spectacular visuals and gameplay not seen before in FIFA’s simulation series.
The HyperMotion tech also allows for incredibly realistic ball physics, more intricate
animations and the ability to create more realistic player and ball movement models.
The HyperMotion tech uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players
during a full FIFA match, in high-intensity suits for advanced player movements. The
collected data is used to power gameplay as well as player and ball physics.
Experience the ultimate in player movement and ball physics as you strike a decisive
blow, receive a game-changing pass and progress through the pitch. Let the game tell
the story of your next goal: Cinematic Player Animation – With new animation
workflows and improved cover visuals, players can experience a more lifelike way of
moving, as they run, jump, turn and engage in massive tackles. Multi-camera shot
technology – With new multi-camera technologies, there are now more angles and
perspectives you can choose from to create your own player animation, using
BodyType, SpeedType and any other animation sequence. Players can be caught
offside in any angle, and can be shown either in motion capture match or inside the
goal. Exciting player controls – Control the ball and your teammates with new
Stepstick movements. Stepstick allows players to steer the ball and their teammates
more naturally and intuitively. Intricate animations – All-new animations increase the
authenticity of the player. New ball physics means that the ball will swing back and
forth and spin freely in the air with the weight of the pass. Reflective mesh surface –
New reflective surface will bring the pitch to life and bring out its distinctive features.
A mix of authentic and new graphics on the pitch will help you become connected with
the game. Pick-up-and-play game – Step into a stadium and be immersed in the action
with new features that will fit into any gameplay experience, including new stadium
kits, marketing material and a new presentation of the pitch. Digital player likeness –
Not only will you have more variety in the way players are brought to life with the new
motion capture workflows, but facial scans are also applied to bring even more
individuality to the new avatar features, including new player stickers and tattoo
creation. Manage the tempo – New tempo control will allow
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Features Key:

Live your life and play your dreams out in Career Mode, where you compete in
match, manage clubs, fight for trophies and enjoy the rich club atmosphere.
Live out your career as an international top player by participating in the FIFA
UCL and Pro League.
Experience a rich, authentic club atmosphere with personal editing of the new
Player Impact Engine, which impacts the way your game behaves. Feel the
difference. We’ve made a small number of adjustments to make your game
more authentic. Dynamic ball control, more movement options, and more. The
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ball explodes off the pitch like never before, with the gameplay becoming
more responsive and intuitive.
New Live Motion Tech that enhances player behaviours (what they do with the
ball) and movements. Feel the player and what they do, as it was physically
captured in-game during the real-life match the cameras were filming.
Best Shot technology incorporating distance and trajectory data from the live
match that decides which players you face in the Master League.
The most complete and realistic feel of penalty kicks in any FIFA game.
Work with clubs to submit your dream stadium for consideration.
Experience truly authentic transfer negotiations and signings.
Master League enhancements — incredible real-world all-star teams &
Featured Teams including Chelsea, Manchester City, Man United, Real Madrid,
Barcelona, Bayern Munich, Atletico Madrid, Liverpool, Bayern Munich, OUL,
Shakhtar and SC Rostov.
FIFA Live group – Online communities where you can discuss and compare tips
and tricks with your FIFA friends, and play FIFA Live match vs pro and self-
created player.
FIFA Pro League - make your dream of playing abroad come to life!
FIFA League access – enjoy the global league calendar and official rewards.
FIFA World Cup 2018 – secure victory over your rivals in 90 minutes of high-
octane FIFA World Cup Final play as the FIFA Team of the Tournament.
New kits, ball, and player faces from Real Madrid (first in the series), enhanced
visuals, and defensive characteristics all make an incredible FIFA experience in
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FIFA is the world’s most successful football (soccer) series, and the most
popular football video game series on the planet. With each new installment,
FIFA evolves to provide fans with the deepest and most authentic football
experience available, providing players with unprecedented control to control
matches, players and tactics. Featuring more than 1,000 licensed players,
teams and equipment, including all of the top European leagues and elite
clubs, and an authentic football experience, FIFA delivers game-changing
innovations and features that no other football game can match. What
features are new in FIFA 22? Unprecedented control FIFA 22 introduces a host
of improvements to the way players control the ball and interact with
teammates to help take their game to the next level. Players can perform a
range of precision dribbling maneuvers to create space and open their
opponent up to the ball, ball skills to unleash accurate, powerful shots, and
post-match tricks to create those key moments that win matches. New
playstyle The new battle pass feature allows players to earn FIFA Points to
unlock special kits, training plans and unique player appearances to create a
deeper connection to the game that rewards players for their dedication and
commitment. The My Player addition to FIFA allows players to further connect
their in-game experience by choosing a development plan, unlocking content
for their personal avatars, and receiving the best training tips and tactics from
FIFA coaches. New gameplay modes FIFA 22 introduces new gameplay modes
that offer more variety to gameplay and help create new challenges for
players: Ultimate Team, My FIFA and Pro-Am. Ultimate Team in FIFA 22 will
reward players who are more dedicated with rewards for being focused and
disciplined, with the potential to earn rare and unique items to make their
team better. In Pro-Am mode, players team up with friends to compete in
exhibition games. Fans can now be FIFA Commissioner by kicking a ball in FIFA
Ultimate Team mode and the Squad Builder tool to create customized player
selection and picking squads before a match. New visuals FIFA 22 introduces
new visuals and presentation. New custom match and gameplay environments
ensure every match feels different, and detailed, crowd-ready stadiums and
crowds help provide a more immersive, authentic experience. Replays and
highlights also showcase refined technical innovations that provide additional
context for what is happening on the pitch. New careers FIFA 22 introduces
new careers for players to begin unlocking player appearances and unlock
other unique features.Players now start off in an academy, where bc9d6d6daa
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The greatest players in the world are now available for your collection in FIFA
Ultimate Team. Compete with your friends to win the most prestigious
competitions around the globe. With FIFA Ultimate Team, you can build your
Ultimate Team from over 350 players, including the new Career Mode player.
EA SPORTS FIFA World Class Substitutions – Over the past decade, the global
game of football has undergone drastic change. Players’ bodies are better,
legs are longer and stamina is harder to come by than ever before. That
means you need to adapt and make the right decisions when you’re on the
pitch. FIFA World Class Substitutions gives you the control and freedom to
match-up with opponents using fully simulated human reaction in new and
improved situations. Practice Goals – Challenge yourself with a new Practice
Goals mode that lets you enjoy the rush of the goal, while walking through the
team’s defensive moves, and becoming an expert in the art of spot-kicks. FIFA
PES Premier League – Join the greatest football league on earth and
experience the Premier League like never before with FIFA PES Premier
League. FIFA PES Ligue 1 – Make history in this gripping 18-game season in
France. Join a real club and enjoy the sights of the Stade de France and the
Parc des Princes. FIFA PES Serie A – Make history in this gripping 26-game
season in Italy. Join a real club and enjoy the sights of the Stadio Artemio
Franchi. FIFA PES Liga – Make history in this gripping 26-game season in Spain.
Join a real club and enjoy the sights of the Estadio Santiago Bernabeu. FIFA
PES Bundesliga – Wield the World’s Greatest Football as it’s being played in
Germany. Make history and join the Borussia Dortmund, Hannover 96, and
Werder Bremen. DOWNLOAD FEATURES: *Offline operation *Download the
FIFA 22 Finalists Update to play offline in the game. Watch the PC Game Video
Trailer: Full System Requirements: * Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64bit
Processor: Intel i7-3770K Memory: 16GB RAM Video Card: NVIDIA GTX 970 OR
AMD R9 390

What's new:

Play the way you want! Dive into the World
Cup for the first time with a whole new
Stadium Editor – hundreds of thousands of
plastic stadium seats, dugouts and
commentator booths that can be tailored to
your real-life needs. See how your stadium is
designed from every angle and even play the
match with different people like your friends
in the Virtual Stompbox.
Shape your gameplay with Online Seasons.
Create your own Ultimate Team, play Private
Matches against your friends, and earn
rewards as you climb the leaderboards. Play
in almost any mode, with no code required –
the dedicated players can also start the
season with a new full club, or choose from
the UEFA.com rankings.
PES Managing Director Gianluca Di Marzio
and EA SPORTS Technical Director Philippe
Roux have created an all-new “Motion
Intelligence” engine, and tuned it to get the
ball instantly rolling when sprinting down
the field. They’ve teamed up with gaming
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experts at The Creative Assembly to develop
the “HyperMotion Engine,” which gives you
the most realistic-feeling first person
shooter experience ever. The HyperMotion
Engine not only delivers astonishing lifelike
foot motion, it’s fully integrated with our
new Game Changer tackles and new
dribbling that ensures the most realistic ball
movement in sports video games.
Soccer is a game of positioning. Position
triggers and set-pieces are weaponized in
FIFA 22. Players now have more control of
lethal head-on collisions and set-plays;
giving us more immersive mid-field attacking
opportunities.
Improve your defending. In FIFA 22 we are
introducing a brand new tactical strapping
system which makes it easier to train and
practice commanding last man blocks, and
defending during set-pieces.
FIFA Content and Team updates were also
unveiled. 
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By definition, the FIFA gameplay is an ensemble
of the elements that are integral to FIFA's
football simulation experience. By definition, the
FIFA gameplay is an ensemble of the elements
that are integral to FIFA's football simulation
experience. Together, they shape FIFA into a
powerful football management tool. Together,
they shape FIFA into a powerful football
management tool. Want to dive into more details
on FIFA's gameplay? Read the Technical Features
section. There are several core elements that in
turn make up the FIFA gameplay: tactical
gameplay player visuals ball physics event chains
human player intelligence AI agent abilities AI
agent movement animation and more… This
section covers the most important gameplay
features and how they work. A History of FIFA
Simulations Games have been able to simulate
football for a long time, but it's only been in the
last 15 years that FIFA’s gameplay has evolved to
become a realistic alternative to real football.
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FIFA 14 was the first step, then the introduction
of Player Impact Technology (PIT) in FIFA 15
powered a new generation of gameplay that put
the player in the centre of FIFA’s realism. It has
enabled us to dynamically adapt to the game's
action on the pitch and react more quickly. We
have also taken a step closer to the soccer reality
by broadening the number of entities and
interactions that interact on the pitch. In 2017,
our ambition is to deliver the most authentic and
realistic football gameplay that is available. A
Real World Soccer Game FIFA 20 delivers the
most authentic football simulation experience on
mobile. The gameplay was shaped by the
adoption of a new advanced physics engine,
Player Impact Technology (PIT), which
dynamically adapts the game to suit the player. It
has enabled us to dynamically adapt to the
game's action on the pitch and react more
quickly. The result is a more exciting and
immersive gaming experience that represents the
intensity of the game’s real world application. We
have also taken a step closer to the soccer reality
by broadening the number of entities and
interactions that interact on the pitch. More than
just the next great football game, FIFA 20
delivers a real world soccer experience for the
first time on mobile. Need more details on FIFA
20's gameplay? Visit the Technical Features
section. New Player Intelligence PIT�
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